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  Safety instructions – Please observe! 
 
 

Please comply with the assembly, operation and maintenance instructions for installing and adjust-
ing the rocket burner®! 

 

In Switzerland, the guidelines issued by PROCAL and those of the Vereinigung Kantonaler Feuerver-
sicherungen, VKF (Association of Canton Fire Insurances) must be observed, in particular the fire 
guidelines "Thermal Heating Systems". 

 

Please read this installation manually carefully before starting installation. We cannot assume any 
liability or guarantee for damage caused by failure to comply with this installation manual! 

 

Work which is not carried out properly can cause injury to persons or damage to property! 
 

Work on the heating system  Installation, commissioning, maintenance and servicing work 
may only be carried out by an authorised firm of heating con-
tractors. 

 

When working on burner and boiler  switch off the heating system emergency switch and secure it to 
prevent it being switched on again. 

  shut off the oil feed pipe and secure it to prevent it being 
opened unintentionally. 

 
 

 This symbol refers to instructions which must be heeded for your own safety and that of other people, and 
to avoid damage to property. 

 
This symbol refers to instructions which must be heeded for the rocket burner® to operate safely and 
function correctly. It also draws attention to statutory regulations which need to be observed. 
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1 Norms and regulations 

1.1 Norms and regulations 

 

The following standards and regulations are to be observed 
during installation and operation of the burner. 
 

HeizAnlV 
Heating system ordinance 
 

FeuVo 
Firing ordinance of the German federal states 
 

1. BImSchV 
First ordinance for implementation of the German Emission Pro-
tection Law 
 

VDI 2035 
Guidelines for preventing damage from corrosion and scale 
formation in hot water heating installations 
 

VDE 
Regulations and special requirements issued by the energy util-
ity companies 
 

EN 303, part 1 and part 2 
Heating boilers with forced draft burners 
 

EN 60335, part 1 
Safety of household and similar electrical appliances 
 

DIN 4705 
Calculating the dimensions of chimneys 
 

DIN 4751 
Hot water heating installations – safety requirements 
 

DIN 4755 
Oil firing installations – construction, execution, safety require-
ments 
 

DIN EN 267 
Automatic forced draught burners for liquid fuels – definitions, 
requirements, construction and testing 
 

DIN 51603, part 1 
Fuel oils extra light 
 

DIN 57116 
Electrical equipment of firing installations 
 

LRV 92 
Swiss Clean Air Ordinance 
 

VKF 
Association of Canton Fire Insurance, Switzerland 
 

PROCAL 
Switzerland 
 

Please comply with the valid regional building code. 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Exhaust system and effective heat demand 

 
Boiler, burner and exhaust system (chimney) constitute an oper-
ating unit; account must be taken of low exhaust temperatures 
when reducing the output 
 
For exhaust temperatures below 160°C, the system must be de-
signed so as to avoid damage from condensation. 
 
The uncondensed (humid) flue gas volume is an important indi-
cation of the size of the flue gas installations an chimneys re-
quired.  
 

It is advisable to install draft limiters (supplementary air sys-
tems) to achieve stable combustion values under varying condi-
tions and to reduce possible humidity in the chimney. These 
should be installed in the chimney where possible, to avoid pos-
sible noises in the flue pipe. 

 

1.3 Nozzle selection 

 
Please note that trouble-free and low-pollution combustion can 
only be achieved with nozzles which are rated to the burner. 
The nozzles stated in chapter 7.2 respectively 7.5 are to be used 
for rocket burner® RZ 2 and RZ 3. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Rocket burner® RZ 2 
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2 General 

2.1 The flame makes the difference 

 
The rocket burner® from MHG has been on the market since 
1977, using technology derived from aviation and aerospace 
engineering; with its blue flame it has launched a new age in 
heating technology. 
 
Its perfectly functioning system of converting oil into gas was 
the very first of its kind to provide absolutely soot-free, total 
combustion. (see following fig.). 
 

 
Fig. 2: Mixture preparation RZ 2 - RZ 3 
 
Since then, the further optimised rocket burner® keeps on pro-
viding evidence time and again of its unique standing when it 
comes to economical and ecological aspects. 
 

 
Fig. 3:  

 

 

 

2.2 Energy savings 

 
The most important prerequisite for an energy-saving heating 
system has already been fulfilled by using the rocket burner®.  
 
In addition, DIN 4755 also recommends regular control and in-
spection of the heating system by a qualified engineer. 
 
Controls of the exhaust temperature and burner running peri-
ods also provide the final consumer with information regarding 
the combustion quality and oil consumption levels. 

 
• Exhaust temperature 
 
The exhaust temperature is measured using a thermometer 
from your specialist dealer.  
 
The chimney sweep control bore hole in the exhaust pipe can 
be used as measuring size. An increase of more than 30°C in 
the exhaust temperature indicates that the boiler is starting to 
form a coat, which results in uneconomical operation of the 
heating system. The burner setting should be checked and the 
boiler cleaned as required. 
 
When comparing measurements, ensure that the burner has 
been operating for about the same length of time before the 
measurement is made. 

 
• Operating hours counter 
 
An operating hours counter can be used to check the fuel oil 
consumption rate by registering the opening time of the sole-
noid valve. It is connected up via terminal B4 of the connector 
(see wiring diagram in chapter 7.7 or 7.8). 
 
When comparing the oil consumption rates, please note that 
developments in the outside temperature in the individual years 
has an influence on the measured results. 

 
• Flue gas shut-off valve 
 
Flue gas shut-off valves are used in some cases to prevent the 
boiler from cooling down too far during stand-still periods. 
However, when the valve closes completely, the interrupted air 
current causes condensation in the boiler and chimney and a 
reflux from hot boiler components to the nozzle (risk of coking). 
A draught limiter flap or secondary air system can be installed 
to ensure adequate airing of the chimney and at the same time 
prevents the boiler from cooling down too much. 
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2.3 Tender text 

 
Rated in a two-stage circuit with pre-heating (RZ 2) and pre-
airing, certified for intermittent operation with cast/steel heat-
ing boilers. 
 
The burner consists of: 
- spiral housing (die cast light metal) 
- burner pipe of high-temperature resistant special steel 
- combustion system with thermodynamic mixture preparation 
- Oil nozzle 
- housing cover with function parts 
- three phase motor 
- oil pump with integrated solenoids directly coupled 
- automatic oil firing unit for intermittent operation as per 

DIN EN 230 or DIN 4787;  
for WLE version as per DIN 4794/2 (surcharge) 

- automatic oil firing unit with flame monitoring 
- ignition transformer, degree of interference < N 
- ignition electrodes (plug-in ignition cable) 
- nozzle fitting with pressure spring 
- oil pre-heater (RZ 2) with release thermostat 
- cover hood 
- connector to DIN 4791 
- oil hoses with union nut 3/8"/ 1.500 mm 
- mounting flange with burner seal and connection screws 
- attachment screws and service bracket to simplify mainte-

nance 
 

The burner is heat tested. 
Guaranteed combustion quality certified with measuring report 
and environment card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4 Modern concept 

 
The rocket burners® RZ 2 - RZ 3 continue the well-known series 
RE 1 in the range above 55 kW output. The characteristic fea-
tures of these oil burners are soot-free total combustion with 
the greatest possible energy yield and lowest possible pollution 
levels. Possible applications include larger multi-dwelling houses 
and industrial units. 
 
The rocket burners® in series RZ 2 -RZ 3 are fully automatic oil 
atomisation burners in monobloc design, made and tested to 
DIN EN 267. 
 
The double-stage burners of this series consist of overpressure 
burners with very high fan pressing and steep characteristic 
curve. This means that these burners are ideal equally for mod-
ern U-fired heavy-duty boilers and for older natural draught 
boilers. 
 
The burners are soot-free and NOx-reduced. 
 
The work involved in initial commissioning and adjusting to the 
various boilers is reduced to a minimum time-scale thanks to 
the advantages of the system and pre-settings completed in the 
factory. 

 

2.5 Safe for the future with even less NOx 

 
Is it possible to improve on the unsurpassable? The strict condi-
tions imposed by the Clean Air regulation (LRV) in Switzerland, 
the tightening up of the Federal Emission Protection Regulation 
(BimSchV) and the similarly tightened specifications for award-
ing the environment symbol "Blue Angel" have presented the 
engineers at MHG with a true challenge: In view of the fact that 
the other emission values of the rocket burner® are already at 
the lowest possible level, the main focus of attention in further 
development work on this burner has been to achieve a further 
reduction in the NOx values, which are already very low. 
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2.6 Furnace noise levels 

 
When used together with old boilers and/or chimneys, modern 
oil burners can cause resonance phenomena which result in 
higher noise levels than with the old oil burner. 
 
If the noise level is too extreme, a flue gas silencer can be fitted 
in the exhaust pipe between boiler and chimney as a remedy. 
The noise in the boiler room can also be reduced by a silencing 
hood. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Rocket burner® RZ 3 
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3 Installation 

3.1 Dimensions 

 
The following dimensions must be met when fitting rocket 
burners® RZ 2 and RZ 3 to a boiler (s. Fig. 5). 
 

Type D1 D2 M 

RZ 2 130 160 - 180 8/10 

RZ 3 150 180 - 205 10 

 

 
Fig. 5: Boiler mounting according to DIN EN 226 

 

3.2 Combustion chamber dimensions to DIN EN 267 

 
The burners have been tested on test flame pipes with the fol-
lowing dimensions. Other combustion chamber dimensions are 
also possible, depending on the boiler structure. 
 
RZ 2.6 Ø 400 mm depth 700 mm 
 : 
RZ 2.11 Ø 500 mm depth 1000 mm 
RZ 3.0 Ø 500 mm, depth 1200 mm 
 : 
RZ 3.3 Ø 500 mm, depth 1400 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Recirculation 

 

When mounting the burner, ensure that the recirculation ports 
of the burner pipe are not obstructed by the door lining.  
 
Dimension L2 can be changed to move the recirculation port 
away from the door lining. 
 
If necessary, cut a cone-shaped hole in the lining (see following 
fig.). 
 

 
Fig. 6: Boiler door lining with a cone-shaped hole 
 
In "hot combustion chambers" and very short combustion 
chambers, the burner should be pulled out of the combustion 
chamber. Care should be given to ensuring that the recircula-
tion ports remain open. Given the very high temperatures in 
these boilers, excessive temperature load should be avoided for 
the support pipe. Otherwise this can result in problems such as 
cracked oil nozzles, oil deposits in the entire burner including 
intake box, clogged QRCs, burnt ignition cables, etc. 
 
In boilers with larger combustion chambers, the burner should 
be pushed further into the boiler to increase the temperature of 
the recirculating flue gas. Otherwise, in some cases cold soot 
may settle on the mixing system. In the case of conventional 
cast boilers, the setting of the burner pipe flange can be left 
unchanged. 
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3.4 Installation instructions 

 
The oil hoses and connection leads must be fitted with strain 
relief and so that the burner can be easily placed in the service 
position. 
 
Venting the oil supply system during initial commissioning via 
the pressure gauge connection of the pump. 
 
Any leaks in the oil supply system can cause combustion prob-
lems and "dripping" of the burner. 
 
Change the oil filter insert when replacing the burner. 
 

No confusion of phase and Mp! Check that the ground 
wire is properly connected. 

 

3.5 System check 

 
Proper installation by a company of qualified engineers includes: 
 

 Correct routing of the oil pipes including filters, leak check 
and topping up with oil. 

 
 Compliance with the corresponding regulations of the Wa-

ter Resources Management Law regarding routing oil piping 
and anti-lift effect. 

 
 Completing the electrical connections according to DIN VDE 

specifications and the regulations issued by the utility com-
pany. Flexible lead for connecting up the burner. 

 
 The oil is to be stored and the oil pipes routed in such a way 

that the oil temperature on reaching the burner is at least 
+5°C. 

 
 A direct intake of cold outside air is to be avoided. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.6 Instructions for using the burner 

 
Rocket burners® RZ 2 - RZ 3 are basically suitable for use in 
commercially available heating boilers (intermittent operation) 
for heating residential buildings and for service water. Product 
development and the test procedures have been geared to the 
operating conditions of these systems. 
 

The areas of application listed below make particular re-
quirements with special operating conditions for the burner, 
so that MHG Heiztechnik reserves the right to issue explicit 
approval in these cases: 
 

 dark radiators 
 baking ovens 
 annealing furnaces 
 drying chambers 
 industrial applications 

 

MHG Heiztechnik should also be consulted for instal-
lations with above average firing chamber or tem-

perature loads. 
 

In the case of rooms where the air must be expected 
to be contaminated by halogenated hydrocarbons, 

e.g. hairdressers, printers, chemical dry cleaners, laborato-
ries etc., the burners must only be operated if suitable 
measures are taken to ensure that there is an adequate sup-
ply of uncontaminated combustion air. 
 
Always consult MHG Heiztechnik if in any doubt. 
 

The burners must not be operated in rooms with high 
dust levels or high humidity (e.g. laundries). The heat-

ing room must be protected from frost and well aired. 
 

Failure to comply with these instructions renders the war-
ranty null and void for any damage resulting from one of 
these causes. 
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4 Operation 

4.1 Commissioning and adjusting 

 
Every burner has been pre-set and heat-tested in the factory. 
The basic settings are to be adjusted according to the table. 
Please note the following when making the adjustments: 
 

It is important for the initial commissioning and basic set-
tings to be carried out by qualified specialists of a trade en-
gineering company to ensure long-lasting, high-quality com-
bustion and operating safety. 
 
The burner, or in the case of types RZ 2, the pre-heater, is 
switched on via the main switch. On reaching the required oil 
temperature, the burner start procedure is initiated. 
 
The automatic oil firing unit now automatically starts up with 
ignition, flame formation and monitoring. 
 

In some pumps, the oil pressure is not shown at the 
pressure gauge until the solenoid valve has been 

opened. 
 

If no oil is supplied when oil is sucked in for the first time, this 
must be interrupted after max. 3 minutes to avoid damage to 
the pump. The operating condition has been achieved once the 
oil filter is filled with oil 
 
The factory setting of the burner cannot take account of the 
conditions prevailing in the boiler and chimney, so that the 
oil/air ratio is to be adjusted by changing the oil pressure (see 
chapter adjusting the pump pressure). 
 

The chimney draught should not exceed a value of – 0.1 mbar. 
 

The combustion values are to be checked with the boiler at op-
erating temperature, with the CO2 value being checked ini-
tially. 
 
This indicates to what extent the oil flow has to be changed at a 
prescribed, fixed air flow quantity: 
 

CO2 = 14%, CO < 40 mg/kWh 
Setting OK 
 

CO2 < 14%, CO < 40 mg/kWh 
Oil pressure can be increased 
 

CO2 > 14%, CO > 40 ppm 
Oil pressure must be reduced 
 
The CO2 value of the burner should always be set to 14%, for 
the following reasons: 
 

• The efficiency of the system is approx. 0.5% higher than 
when the burner is set to 13% (at 160° exhaust temperature) 

 

• The temperature at the end of the flame pipe decreases by 
100°C (referred to 13% CO2). 

 

• At this operating point, the starting behaviour of the burner is 
ideal with regard to flame stability and ignition characteristics. 

 
After adjusting the CO2 value to 14%, the CO value then has to 
be checked. If the CO value is measured to be more than  
40 mg/kWh, the CO2 level is usually falsified by an air leak at 
the boiler respectively smoke pipe connection. The measure-
ment must be repeated after sealing the boiler. In addition, in-
adequate combustion can be caused by poor spraying charac-
teristics of the nozzle, or when the oil pressure is too high. 
 

Technical prerequisites for measuring the CO2 level 
are a sealed boiler and smoke pipe connection. An air 

leak falsifies the measuring result! 

 

4.2 Adjusting the pump pressure 

 
The burner should be adjusted carefully as follows. 
 

• Increase the burner oil pressure until the CO value increases 
noticeably (values exceeding 100 ppm). If the CO2 value is 
now 14.8% or higher, adjust the pump pressure back down 
to a CO2 value of 14% 

 

• If the CO2 value is well below 14.8%, either there is secon-
dary air from a leaking boil and/or very high draft, no core 
flow in the exhaust pipe or a non-calibrated measuring unit. 
In this case, the pressure setting which caused the massive in-
crease in the CO value should be turned back by about 2.5 
bar. 

 

 
Fig. 7: V = vacuum 

P = oil pressure 
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For RZ 2 and RT 3, adjust the setting screws  
P1 (upper screw = low pressure = stage 1) and  
P2 (lower screw = high pressure = stage 2). 
 
The setting screws are located on the pump cover or on the side 
of the pump, depending on pump type. 
 
V = vacuum 
P = oil pressure 
 
The pressure in stage 1 must always be lower than in stage 2. 
 

Do not turn the pressure adjusting screw before purg-
ing the pump of any air! 

 

4.3 Changing the burner output 

 
The output of the burner is defined by the nozzle and the corre-
sponding pump pressure. Load stages 1 and 2 are achieved 
with the same nozzle and two different oil pressures. The out-
put range of 70:100 guarantees an adequate graduation of the 
two load stages. 
 
The combustion air flow is a fixed setting made in the factory 
and defined by the free diameter in the air panels (size D or d). 
In the two-stage rocket burners ®, the diameter of the air panel 
is changed by a hydraulic adjustment according to the individual 
load stages. 
 
If the measured combustion values need to be corrected, only 
the fuel flow quantity is to be changed by adjusting the pump 
pressure. If the output has to be changed, the air intake nozzle 
setting can be changed after replacing the oil nozzle. 

 

4.4 Fan compression 

 

 
Fig. 8: Measuring fitting for fan compression 
 

Fan compression must be measured to check the setting (see 
following picture). The measuring nipple (Ø 9 mm) is on the 
right next to the oil pipe on the housing cover. Loosen the 
screw in the measuring nipple in order to measure the compres-
sion. 

 

4.5 Air intake nozzle 

 

The air intake nozzle is always pre-set for every rocket 
burner® RE 1H. This presetting has proven effective in prac-
tice 
 
However, if the burner output is fundamentally changed (e.g. 
size of mixing system), the air intake nozzle can be adjusted as 
follows (see Fig. 9): 
 

1. Disconnect the burner from the power supply (Wieland 
connector). 

2. Lift the housing cover from the housing after undoing the 
attachment screws. 

3. Loosen the two clamping screws of the air intake nozzle, 
adjust the air intake nozzle according to the chapter 7.5 and 
tighten the clamping screws again. 

4. Screw the intake silencer on again. 

5. Fasten the housing cover to the housing with the attach-
ment screws. 

6. Connect the burner to the power supply. 
 
When reducing the output, ensure that the oil pressure does 
not fall below 12 bar. Otherwise insert smaller nozzle. 
 

 
Fig. 9: Air intake nozzle RZ 2 and RZ 3 
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4.6 Adjusting the recirculation R 

 

 
Fig. 10:  
 
The recirculation is always pre-set in every rocket burner® ac-
cording to the chapter 7.5. This pre-setting has proven success-
ful in practice. However, if there are starting up problems or in 
the case of unsteady combustion, the recirculation R will have 
to be reduced (see above fig.). This is to be carried out as fol-
lows with the burner dismantled or swivelled out: 
 

• Measure the recirculation 
• Loosen the set screw 
• Reduce the recirculation size by shifting the burner pipe 

approx 1,5 mm towards the support pipe/mixing system 
• Tighten the set screw gently 
• Check the recirculation size again 
• Install the burner and start up operations 
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5 Maintenance 

5.1 Maintenance 

 
On the basis of statutory regulations, it is recommended for oil 
firing systems to be serviced by a qualified engineer every 
twelve months. The burner must be cleaned (fan wheel, mixing 
system, ignition system) and the nozzle, if necessary, replaced 
according to the chapter 7.2 or 7.5. Only the nozzles stated in 
this chapters may be used as replacements.  
 
The oil hoses should be checked every year and replaced after 5 
years. 
 
Replace the seals at the mixing system if necessary. Then pro-
ceed with a control measurement. In order to carry out mainte-
nance work, the housing cover with the function parts can be 
separated from the burner housing by loosening the attach-
ment screws, pulled out and hung in the service position. 
 

Check screwed unions for leaks during annual 
maintenance. Replace defect or worn seals. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Burner in service position 
 

Note position when replacing pre-heater. 
 

 
Do not forget sealing ring! 
 

 

 
Fig. 12 Ignition electrode setting 

 

5.2 Flame monitoring 

 

Check flame monitor (DIN EN 267): 
It is easiest to check the flame monitor (QRC) using the test so-
cket KF 8885 and a commercially available ammeter/multi-
tester. During the pre-airing phase, the signal current must not 
exceed 5.5 µA, otherwise check the position of the ignition elec-
trodes. During operation, the measuring signal should be be-
tween > 90 µA (RZ 2) and > 60 µA (RZ 3). A fault shutdown can 
occur if these values are not reached (see chapter 6 Trouble-
shooting). To guarantee flawless function of the QRC, the flame 
monitor should be drawn in operation and darkened. The flame 
must then go out. The automatic oil firing unit then repeats and 
goes out of order. 
 

 
Fig. 13: Test socket KF 8885 (part no. 95.95215-0085 

 
 

RZ 2 RZ 3 
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6 Troubleshooting 

6.1 Troubleshooting 

 

Check general operating status. Are the stated values maintained? 

 

Fault Cause Elimination 
 

Burner does not work 
 

 
Power failure. 
Control chain closed? 
 
Oil pre-heater release thermostat defect.  
Heat-up time approx. 5 min for RZ 2. 
 

 
Check main switch and fuses, operating switch, STB, 
TR 
 
Replace oil pre-heater. 
 
 
Check burner motor and capacitor, replace if neces-
sary. 
 

 

Burner starts, 
oil sight glass at oil  
filter remains empty 
 

 
Plug not removed or incorrect connection during 
initial commissioning. 
 
Oil pipe was not filled during initial commissioning, 
it takes several minutes for the oil to be sucked in. 
 
 
Fuel oil in oil tank? Suction pipe valve open? 
 
Wrong direction of flow at check valve. 
 
Oil pump not working. 
 
Coupling between motor and oil pump defect 
 
Leaking suction pipe or vacuum too high. 
 
Oil pipe squashed. 
 
Separate valve, e.g. valve outside tank closed 
 
 

 
Check oil hoses in case bung not removed, check 
that correctly connected 
 
Fill oil pipe before initial commissioning. 

Do not let the oil pump run for longer than 
3 minutes without oil! 

 
Check oil tank display and valve in suction pipe. 
 
Check direction of flow at check valve. 
 
Check and possibly replace electric connection. 
 
Replace coupling. 
 
See rating the oil pipe, (chapter 7.6). 
 
Check oil pipe, replace if necessary. 
 
Open corresponding valve. 
Check routing of oil pipe. 
 

 

Burner starts, 
oil level glass filled, 
ignition stays off, 
system shuts down 
 

 
Ignition transformer or cable not OK. 
 
Extremely worn ignition electrodes or damaged in-
sulators. 
 
Incorrect setting of ignition electrodes. 
 
 
Incidence of secondary light at flame monitor 
 
 
Firing sequence controller damaged. 
 

 
Replace ignition transformer or cable. 
 
Replace spark electrodes. 
 
 
Correct setting of ignition electrodes as per settings 
(see (s. Fig. 12, page 14) 
 
Prevent incidence of secondary light at flame moni-
tor 
 
Replace firing sequence controller 
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Fault Cause Elimination 
 

Burner starts, 
spark visible, 
flame does not ignite 
or 
burner switches off 
during ongoing opera-
tion 

 
Oil solenoid does not open. 
 
 
No passage through oil pipe, pre-heater and noz-
zle. 
 
Oil pump delivers no oil, oil tank empty. 
 
 
Filter in nozzle clogged. 
 
Suction pipe leaks. 
 
Suction pipe not vented. 
 
 
Mixing device clogged. 
 
Burner setting not OK. 
 

 
Replace oil solenoid coil, check electrical connection 
cable. 
 
Check that oil pipe, preheater and nozzle are not 
blocked, replace if necessary 
 
Check oil pump and oil tank display, replace respec-
tively top up tank if necessary. 
 
Replace nozzle. 
 
Check suction pipe, tighten unions 
 
Vent suction pipes at pump pressure gauge connec-
tion. 
 
Check and possibly clean mixing device. 
 
Check and possibly correct burner setting. 
 

 

Burner works, 
flame monitoring does 
not start. 

 
Flame monitor clogged or defect. 
 
 
Defect cable connection between flame monitor 
and automatic firing unit. 
 
Firing sequence controller damaged. 
 

 
Check resp. clean flame monitor. Measure sensor 
current (see page 14). 
 
Replace cable connection resp. flame monitor. 
 
 
Replace firing sequence controller 
 

 

Burner starts, 
flame goes off again 
and/or pulsates 

 
Recirculation temperature too low. 
 
Firing chamber resistance too high. 
 
 

 
Reduce R-size (by at least 1 mm). 
 
Increase compression (possibly use smaller mixing 
system). 
 

 

Injection or burning 
continues after burner 
has shut down 

 
Oil pipes inadequately vented. 
 
 
Leak in oil suction pipe with intake of air. 
 
Solenoid does not close properly. 
 

 
Remedy by venting  
(see chap. 3.4 installation instructions) 
 
Check all sealing points in the oil piping. 
 
Solenoid defect. 
 

 

Carbon deposits on ig-
nition electrode tips 

 
Temperatures too high. 
 
 
 
Nozzle damaged. 
 

 
Prevent intake of secondary air through boiler door. 
Check draught conditions and CO2 values. Increase 
R-dimension by max. 1 mm. 
 
Replace nozzle. 
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7 Technical documentation 

7.1 Technical data and electric connection 

 
Supply voltage: 
 

Power consumption RZ 2: 
Power consumption RZ 3: 
 

Motor output RZ 2: 
Motor output RZ 3: 
 

Weight RZ 2: 
Weight RZ 3: 
 

Heating oil: 
 

 
230 V WS, 50 Hz 
 

450 W, ca. 1,9 A 
880 W, ca. 4,2 A 
 

250 W 
600 W 
 

ca. 22 kg 
ca. 39 kg 
 

to DIN 51 603, part 1 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 14: Electric connections (230 V, 50 Hz) according to DIN 4791 

 

7.2 Output types and nozzle table 

 

  
 

 

Burner type 
Burner  

Order-No. 
Boiler output  

kW 
Nozzle   Make   USG 

Size L  
mm 

Size Di  
mm 

Size D  
mm 

Size d  
mm 

RZ 2.6 -0336 65 Steinen 1,10 / 80°S 28 43 35 29 

RZ 2.7 -0337 65 Steinen 1,10 / 80°S 28 48 40 32 

RZ 2.7 -0337 95 Steinen 1,35 / 80°S 28 48 40 32 

RZ 2.7 -0337 95 Steinen 1,50 / 80°S 28 48 40 32 

RZ 2.7 U* -0347 90 Steinen 1,35 / 80°S 28 48 40 32 

RZ 2.7 U* -0347 90 Steinen 1,50 / 80°S 28 48 40 32 

RZ 2.8 -0338 95 Steinen 1,50 / 80°S 28 53 45 37 

RZ 2.8 -0338 115 Steinen 2,00 / 80°S 28 53 45 37 

RZ 2.9 -0339 115 Steinen 2,00 / 80°S 30 58 50 42 

RZ 2.9 -0339 130 Steinen 2,25 / 80°S 30 58 50 42 

RZ 2.10 -0340 130 Steinen 2,50 / 80°S 32 63 55 46 

RZ 2.10 -0340 165 Steinen 2,75 / 80°S 32 63 55 46 

RZ 2.11 -0341 175 Steinen 3,00 / 80°S 32 63 58 50 

RZ 2.11 -0341 185 Steinen 3,50 / 80°S 32 63 58 50 

RZ 3.0 -3500 210 Steinen 3,00 / 80°S 32,5 65 55 44 

RZ 3.1 -3510 240 Steinen 3,50 / 80°S 35 70 60 49 

RZ 3.2 -3520 280 Steinen 4,00 / 80°S 37,5 75 65 54 

RZ 3.3 -3530 315 Steinen 5,00 / 80°S 40 80 70 59 
 

  grey boxes: ex works burner setting Reference values RZ 2: at approx. 0.5 mbar in combustion chamber (level 2) 
 * unit burner for boiler EcoStar GK 2 Reference values RZ 3: at approx. 1 mbar in combustion chamber (level 2) 
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7.3 Basic setting 

 

 
Fig. 15: Ignition electrode shown offset 

 

7.4 Air flap α 

 

 
Fig. 16: Air flap position 
 
Adjust the air flap to an angle of 45° for maximum output. 

 

7.5 Table of basic settings and dimensions 

 

  
     

Fan pressure Oil pressure 
Burner type 

Burner  
Order-No. 

Nozzle   Make   USG 
Size R  
mm 

Size X  
mm 

Angle 
α step 1  

mbar 
step 2  
mbar 

step 1  
mbar 

step 2  
mbar 

Air intake 
nozzle 

RZ 2.6 -0336 Steinen 1,10 / 80°S 4 5 45° ca. 10 ca. 10 14 26 4,5 

RZ 2.7 -0337 Steinen 1,10 / 80°S 3 5 25° ca. 10 ca. 10 12 21 4 

RZ 2.7 -0337 Steinen 1,35 / 80°S 3 5 25° ca. 10 ca. 10 12 25 6 

RZ 2.7 -0337 Steinen 1,50 / 80°S 3 5 25° ca. 10 ca. 10 min. 13 27 6 

RZ 2.7 U* -0347 Steinen 1,35 / 80°S 3 5 25° ca. 10 ca. 10 12 25 6 

RZ 2.7 U* -0347 Steinen 1,50 / 80°S 3 5 25° ca. 10 ca. 10 min. 13 27 6 

RZ 2.8 -0338 Steinen 1,50 / 80°S 4 5 25° ca. 10 ca. 10 12 22 4 

RZ 2.8 -0338 Steinen 2,00 / 80°S 4 5 25° ca. 10 ca. 10 13 26 6 

RZ 2.9 -0339 Steinen 2,00 / 80°S 5 5 0° ca. 10 ca. 10 12 22 3,5 

RZ 2.9 -0339 Steinen 2,25 / 80°S 5 5 0° ca. 10 ca. 10 15 22 7 

RZ 2.10 -0340 Steinen 2,50 / 80°S 5 5 0° ca. 10 ca. 10 12 22 4 

RZ 2.10 -0340 Steinen 2,75 / 80°S 5 5 0° ca. 10 ca. 10 16 24 7 

RZ 2.11 -0341 Steinen 3,00 / 80°S 5 5 0° ca. 10 ca. 10 15 21 9,5 

RZ 2.11 -0341 Steinen 3,50 / 80°S 5 5 45° ca. 10 ca. 10 12 19 9,5 

RZ 3.0 -3500 Steinen 3,00 / 80°S 3 
Ignition 
nozzle 

1,5 
-- ca. 14 ca. 13 14 27 3,5 

RZ 3.1 -3510 Steinen 3,50 / 80°S 3 
Ignition 
nozzle 

1,5 
-- ca. 13 ca. 12 12 25 3,5 

RZ 3.2 -3520 Steinen 4,00 / 80°S 6 
Ignition 
nozzle 

1,5 
-- ca. 14 ca. 12 14 26 4 

RZ 3.3 -3530 Steinen 5,00 / 80°S 7 
Ignition 
nozzle 

1,5 
-- ca. 18 ca. 15 15 26 7,5 

 

  grey boxes: ex works burner setting Reference values RZ 2: at approx. 0.5 mbar in combustion chamber (level 2) 
 * unit burner for boiler EcoStar GK 2 Reference values RZ 3: at approx. 1 mbar in combustion chamber (level 2) 
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7.6 Rating the oil pipe 

 

Two-line systems RZ 2 

H (m)  4 3 2 1 0,5 0 -0,5 -1 -2 -3 

Di = ∅ 6 75 66 56 47 42 38 33 29 19 10 
L (m) 

Di = ∅ 8 100 100 100 100 100 96 84 73 51 28 
 

Two-line systems RZ 3 

H (m)  4 3 2 1 0,5 0 -0,5 -1 -2 -3 

Di = ∅ 8 53 47 41 34 31 27 24 20 13 6 

Di = ∅ 10 100 100 100 88 79 71 62 54 37 20 L (m) 

Di = Ø 12 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 80 44 
 

One-line systems RZ 2 

H (m)  4 3 2 1 0,5 0 -0,5 -1 -2 -3 -4 

Di = ∅ 6 109 96 85 69 63 56 50 43 30 17 4 
L (m) 

Di = ∅ 8 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 138 96 55 14 
 

One-line systems RZ 3 

H (m)  4 3 2 1 0,5 0 -0,5 -1 -2 -3 -4 

Di = ∅ 6 72 63 55 46 41 37 33 28 20 11 2 
L (m) 

Di = ∅ 8 150 150 150 146 133 119 105 91 64 36 9 
 
H = height difference between suction point (foot valve) and burner pump 
L = suction length (2-pipe installation) for pump diameter = Ø 6 to = Ø 12 mm  -  reference values (including bends, filters etc.) 
 
Positive H value = higher tank position 
Negative H value = lower tank position 
 

Note: we recommend installation of a self-venting filter (e.g. Tiger Loop) for one-line systems). 
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7.7 Circuit diagram RZ 2 (incl. WLE-version) 

 

Designation Pos. 

On-switch b 1 

Safety thermostat b 3 

Switching thermostat b 4 

Switching thermostat b 5 

Release thermostat contained in pre-heater b 8 

Flame detector QRC 1 f 1 

Motor with capacitor m 1 

Ignition transformer m 2 

Solenoid 1 s 1 

Solenoid 2 s 2 

Automatic oil firing unit u 1 

Oil-Preheater u 2 

 

Observe the local utility company and VDE 
regulations 
 
Connect the ground clips in the burner with 
the ground cable. 
 

 

 
Fig. 17:  
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7.8 Circuit diagram RZ 3 

 

Designation Pos. 

On-switch b 1 

Safety thermostat b 3 

Switching thermostat b 4 

Switching thermostat b 5 

Flame detector QRC 1 f 1 

Motor with capacitor m 1 

Ignition transformer m 2 

Solenoid 1 s 1 

Solenoid 2 s 2 

Solenoid for ignition nozzle s 3 

Automatic oil firing unit u 1 

 

Observe the local utility company and VDE 
regulations 
 
Connect the ground clips in the burner with 
the ground cable. 
 

 

 
Fig. 18:  
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7.9 Output range 

 
The following diagrams show approximately the output range 
of the various sizes as a function of combustion chamber resis-
tance during operation. The curves indicate maximum values 
and correspond to the type sample testing to DIN EN 267. 
 
The starting-up resistance of the boiler is of decisive importance 
for the actually possible burner output. 
 

 
Fig. 19: Output diagram RZ 2 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 20 Output diagram RZ 3 
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7.10 Automatic oil firing unit 

 

 

Fig. 21: Automatic oil firing unit LOA 24 
 

 

Fig. 22: Automatic oil firing unit LOA 44 
 

 

Fig. 23: Automatic oil firing unit LMO 44 
 

 

Type 
tw 

(min) 
t1 
(s) 

t3 
(s) 

t2 
max./ 

TSA (s) 

t3n 
(s) 

t4 
(s) 

LOA 
24 

ca. 3-4 13 13 10 15 15 

LOA 
44 

--- 25 25 5 2 5 

LMO 
44 

5 26 25 5 5 5 

 

Heat-
ing up 
time 

for oil 
pre-

heater 

Pre-
flush-
ing 

time 

Pre-
igni-
tion 
time 

Safety 
time 

Long 
post-
igni-
tion 
time 

Interval be-
tween flame 

formation 
and release 
of 2nd fuel 

valve 

 
  Automatic firing unit output signals 

 

      Necessary input signals 
 
A’ Start-up begins for burners with oil pre-heater 

 

A Start-up begins for burners without oil pre-heater 
 

B Point in time for flame formation 
 

C Operating setting 
 

D Normal shut-down 
 

Terminal 7 not in use 
 

BV2 not in use 
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• Operation LMO 44 
 

EK

71
39
z0
1/
05
01

 

The release button of the automatic firing unit "EK.." is the central control for unlocking and enabling/disabling diag-
nosis. 

  

 

The multi-coloured LED signal lamp in the release button of the automatic firing unit is the central display element for 
visual diagnosis and interface diagnosis. 

 
Both elements "EK.." and "LED" are accommodated under the transparent cap of the release button. 
 
There are two possibilities for diagnosis: 
1. Visual diagnosis: operating display or troubleshooting diagnosis 
2. Interface diagnosis: with interface adapter OCI400 and PC software ACS400 or exhaust analysis devices from some manufac-

turers. 
 
The following section deals with visual diagnosis. In normal operation, the various statuses are shown in the form of colour codes ac-
cording to the colour code table. Interface diagnosis can be enabled by holding the release button > 3 s. If interface diagnosis has 
been enabled by mistake, shown by the pale red flickering light of the LED signal lamp, it can be switched off again by holding the re-
lease button > 3 s  again. The correct switch-over moment is indicated with a yellow light pulse. 
 

 

 
• Operation display LMO 44 
 
The displays in the following table appear during initial commissioning: 
 

Colour code table for multi-coloured LED signal lamp 

Status Colour code Colour 

Waiting time "tw", standby for continuous phase, leak check, waiting statuses .......................................... off 

Oil preheater is heating, waiting time "tw" .......................................... yellow 

Ignition phase, ignition triggered            flashing yellow 

Operation, flame OK ο.......................................... green 

Operation, poor flame ο  ο  ο  ο  ο  ο flashing green 

Extraneous light on burner start up ο  ο  ο  ο  ο  green-red 

Undervoltage           yellow-red 

Fault, alarm .......................................... red 

Fault code display, see fault code table              flashing red 

Interface diagnosis                  flickering red light 

 
Legend: ...... permanent  red 
  off  yellow 
   ο green 
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• Troubleshooting diagnosis LMO 44 
 
Following a fault shutdown, the red fault signal lamp LED is on. In this case, press the release button > 3 sec. to enable visual trouble-
shooting diagnosis as per fault code table. Press the release button > 3 sec. again to enable interface diagnosis. 

 
• Fault code table LMO 44 
 

Flashing code 
«AL» an Kl. 

10 
Possible cause 

2 x flashing •• On 

no flame formed at the end of the "TSA" - defective or clogged fuel valves 
 - defective or clogged flame sensor 
 - poor burner setting, no fuel 
 - defective ignition device 

3 x flashing ••• On free 

4 x flashing •••• On Extraneous light on burner startup 

5 x flashing ••••• On free 

6 x flashing •••••• On free 

7 x flashing ••••••• On 

too frequent flame failure during  
operation (repeat limited) - defective or clogged fuel valves 
 - defective or clogged flame sensor 
 - poor burner setting 

8 x flashing •••••••• On time monitoring oil pre-heater 

9 x flashing ••••••••• On free 

10 x flashing •••••••••• Off incorrect wiring or internal fault, output contacts 
 
During troubleshooting diagnosis, the control outputs have no power - burner stays off 
 - exception: fault signal "AL" to terminal 10 
 

Burner only switches on again after release - Release of LMO... 
  After every fault shutdown, an immediate release is 

possible. Hold release button for min. 0.5 but max.  
3 sec. 

 

Reverse polarity protection 
If connections for phase and neutral have been confused, the automatic firing unit triggers a fault shutdown end "TSA". 
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7.11 Explosion drawing RZ 2 

 

 
Fig. 24:  
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7.12 Key for explosion drawing RZ 2 

 

Pos. Designation (part designation) Part number  Pos. Designation (part designation) Part number 
1 Burner casing 95.21110-1001  19 Flange cover for RZ 2.7-2.11 95.21112-1014 
2 Housing cover 95.21112-1001  20 Ignition transformer 12/20 CM 95.95272-0019 
3 Support pipe RZ 2.6 95.22240-0141  21 Automatic oil firing unit LOA 24 95.95249-0025 
3 Support pipe RZ 2.7-2.11 95.22240-0169  22 Console for automatic oil firing unit 95.21160-1057 
4 Burner pipe RZ 2.6 95.22240-1006  25 Air damper RE/RZ 2 95.21118-1009 
4 Burner pipe RZ 2.7 95.22240-1007  26 Compression spring RZ 2.6 95.23171-0008 
4 Burner pipe ceramics RZ 2.7 95.22240-1017  26 Compression spring RZ 2.7-2.11 95.23171-0005 
4 Burner pipe 220 x 94, RZ 2.7 95.22240-1027  26 Compression spring F5 for RZ 2.7-2.11 95.23171-1001 
4 Burner pipe RZ 2.8, 108 mm 95.22240-1008  27 Intake silencer, compl. 95.21116-1003 
4 Burner pipe 235x108 RZ 2.8 95.22240-1028  28 Seal edge ring 95.23199-0011 
4 Burner pipe RZ 2.9, 112 mm 95.22240-1009  29 Sleeve with cable, 7-poles 95.24200-1008 
4 Burner pipe ceramics RZ 2.8/9 95.22240-1018  30 Counter plug (boiler) 95.95216-0002 
4 Burner pipe 250x112 RZ 2.9 95.22240-1029  31 Sleeve with cable, 4-poles 95.24200-1010 
4 Burner pipe RZ 2.10-11, 125 mm 95.22240-1010  32 Plug part, green, compl 95.95112-0040 
4 Burner pipe 300x125 RZ 2.10/11 95.22240-1030  33 Union Rp 1/8 95.99385-0085 
5 Mixing system RZ 2.6 95.22200-1012  34 Oil pipe to nozzle 95.23144-1029 
5 Mixing system RZ 2.7 95.22200-1008  35 Oil pump AT 3/55D 95.91100-0050 
5 Mixing system RZ 2.8 95.22200-1009  36 Double nipple, Rp ¼ x 3/8 95.99385-0116 
5 Mixing system RZ 2.9 95.22200-1010  37 Silver hose 95.91149-0031 
5 Mixing system RZ 210 95.22200-1011  38 Sealing rig 13 x 18, Cu 95.99187-0001 
5 Mixing system RZ 2.11 95.22200-1013  39 Coupling piece 1-surface 95.26233-0019 
6 Sliding cover for rod end RZ 2.6 95.22246-1034  40 E-motor with condenser, 240 W 95.95262-0011 
6 Sliding cover for rod end RZ 2.7 95.22246-1035  40 Condenser 8 müF 95.95276-0008 
6 Sliding cover for rod end RZ 2.8 95.22246-1036  41 Fan wheel, 160 x 69 mm 95.26229-0030 
6 Sliding cover for rod end RZ 2.9 95.22246-1037  42 Air intake nozzle 95.21117-1007 
6 Sliding cover for rod end RZ 2.10 95.22246-1038  43 Burner hood RE/DZ2, sapphire 95.21111-1001 
6 Sliding cover for rod end RZ 2.11 95.22246-1039  44 Spacer for hood 95.21199-1003 
7 Gasket 95.22287-1007  47 Hexagon nut, M8 95.99196-0008 
8 Spacer ring 4,0 mm RZ 2.7-2.8 95.23199-0007  48 Burner fastening set 95.90100-1001 
8 Spacer ring 5,4 mm RZ 2.6/2.9-2.11 95.23199-0017  49 Burner head seal 95.22287-1005 

11 Nozzle 1,10/80 Grd S RZ 2.6-2.7 95.23117-6510  50 Mounting flange RE/RZ/DZ/GZ 2 95.22232-1001 
11 Nozzle 1,35/80 Grd S RZ 2.7 95.23117-6513  52 Cap screw, M8x25 95.99194-0825 
11 Nozzle 1,50/80 Grd S RZ 2.7 95.23117-6514  53 Hydraulic oil pipe 95.23144-1028 
11 Nozzle 1,75/80 Grd S RZ 2.8 95.23117-6516  54 Hydraulic cylinder RZ 2 95.28100-1001 
11 Nozzle 2,00/80 Grd S RZ 2.9 95.23117-6518  55 Adjusting lever RZ 2 95.23174-1001 
11 Nozzle 2,25/80 Grd S RZ 2.9 95.23117-6519  56 Oil connection piece 95.23199-1002 
11 Nozzle 2,50/80 Grd S RZ 2.10 95.23117-6520  57 Tie rod for rod end RZ 2.6 95.22276-1004 
11 Nozzle 2,75/80 Grd S RZ 2.10 95.23117-6521  57 Tie rod for rod end RZ 2.7-2.11 95.22276-1005 
11 Nozzle 3,00/80 Grd S RZ 2.11 95.23117-6522  58 Rod end RZ 2-3 95.22275-3001 
11 Nozzle 3,50/80 Grd S RZ 2.11 95.23117-6523  59 Solenoid coil Suntec 95.95277-0004 
12 Oil pre-heater RZ 2.6 95.23135-0048  59 Solenoid valve, Suntec 95.95277-0029 

12 Oil pre-heater Danfoss 030n-2006  
for RZ 2.7-2.11 95.23135-0055  60 Threaded pin, M8x6, heat-resisting 95.99195-0044 

13 Mod set ignition electrode holders 95.90100-1005  70 Mod set sliding cover RZ 2.6 95.90100-1006 
14 Ignition electrode RZ 2.6 95.24236-0037  70 Mod set sliding cover RZ 2.7 95.90100-1007 
14 Ignition electrode RZ 2.7 95.24236-0042  70 Mod set sliding cover RZ 2.8 95.90100-1008 
14 Ignition electrode for RZ 2.8-2.11 95.24236-0040  70 Mod set sliding cover RZ 2.9 95.90100-1009 
15 Ignition cable with plug 95.24200-1014  70 Mod set sliding cover RZ 2.10 95.90100-1010 
16 Light sensor QRC 1A1.103C27 95.95214-0052  70 Mod set sliding cover RZ 2.11 95.90100-1011 
17 Support tube 95.21144-1004  o.A. Clamping plate for silver hose 95.21160-0019 
19 Flange cover (Satronic) for RZ 2.6 95.21112-0039     
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7.13 Explosion drawing RZ 3 

 

 
Fig. 25:  
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7.14 Key for explosion drawing RZ 3 

 

Pos. Designation (part designation) Part number  Pos. Designation (part designation) Part number 

1 Burner casing 95.21110-3003  28 Seal edge ring 95.23199-0011 

2 Housing cover 95.21112-3013  29 Sleeve with cable, 7-poles 95.24200-3007 

3 Support pipe 95.22240-3039  30 Counter plug (boiler) 95.95216-0002 

4 Burner pipe RZ 3.0-3.2 95.22240-3044  31 Sleeve 4-poles with cable 2-poles 95.24200-3008 

4 Burner pipe RZ 3.3 95.22240-3042  32 Plug part, green complete 95.95112-0040 

4 Inner pipe RZ 3.2-3.3 95.22240-3043  33 Union Rp 1/8 95.99385-0085 

5 Threaded pin, M8x6, heat resisting 95.99195-0044  34 Oil pipe RZ 3 95.23144-3011 

6 Mixing system RZ 3.0 95.22200-3007  35 Oil pump AT 3/65D 95.91100-0054 

6 Mixing system RZ 3.1 95.22200-3008  36 Double nipple; Rp1/4 x 3/8 95.99385-0116 

6 Mixing system RZ 3.2 95.22200-3009  37 Silver hose 95.91149-0031 

6 Mixing system RZ 3.3 95.22200-3010  38 Sealing rig 13 x 18; Cu 95.99187-0001 

6 Mixing system RZ 3.0 (G515) 95.22200-3011  39 Coupling piece 1-surface 95.26233-0029 

6 Mixing system RZ 3.1 (G515) 95.22200-3012  40 E-motor with condenser; 600 W 95.95262-0021 

7 Sliding cover, Di = 45 mm, RZ 3.0 95.22246-3011  41 Fan wheel; 220 x 82 mm 95.26229-3002 

7 Sliding cover, Di = 49 mm, RZ 3.1 95.22246-3012  42 Air intake nozzle 95.21117-3002 

7 Sliding cover, Di = 54 mm, RZ 3.2 95.22246-3013  43 Burner hood 95.21111-3013 

7 Sliding cover Di = 59 mm, RZ 3.3 95.22246-3014  44 Safety cover 95.21189-0002 

9 Gasket 95.22287-3012  45 Plug pin 95.21189-0003 

10 Spacer ring 3,0 mm 95.23199-0009  47 Hexagon nut; M10 95.99196-0007 

11 Nozzle 3,00/80 Grd S; Gph für RZ 3.0 95.23117-6522  48 Burner fastening set 95.90100-3001 

11 Nozzle 3,50/80 Grd S; Gph für RZ 3.1 95.23117-6523  49 Burner head seal 95.22287-3010 

11 Nozzle 4,00/80 Grd S; Gph für RZ 3.2 95.23117-6524  50 Mountin flange set 95.22232-3003 

11 Nozzle 5,00/80 Grd S; Gph für RZ 3.3 95.23117-6526  51 Support pipe seal 95.22287-3013 

12 Nozzle holder with pipe; RZ 3 95.23135-3004  52 Cap screw; M10x30 95.99194-1030 

13 Electrode clamping plate 95.23760-0016  53 Hydraulic oil pipe RZ 3 95.23144-3012 

14 Ignition electrode, left and right 95.24236-3007  54 Hydraulic cylinder RZ 3 95.28100-3001 

14 Ignition electrode 95.24236-3005  54 Hydraulic cylinder 95.28100-3002 

15 Ignition cable with plug 95.24200-3005  55 Adjusting lever RZ 2 95.23174-1001 

16 Light sensor QRC 1A1.103C27 95.95214-0047  56 Oil connection piece 95.23199-1002 

18 Spacer sleeve RZ 3 95.21199-3008  57 Tie rod with thread 95.22276-3001 

19 Flange cover 95.21112-3014  58 Rod end RZ 2-3 95.22275-3001 

20 Ignition transformer 12/20 CM 95.95272-0019  59 Threaded pin; M6x25 95.99195-0825 

21 Automatic oil firing unit LOA 44 95.95249-0023  60 Hexagon nut; M8 95.99196-0096 

22 Console automatic oil firing unit 95.21160-3024  61 Ignition nozzle M 10; 0,6/60 Grd; Gp 95.23117-6102 

23 Servomotor LKS 130 [bis BJ 07.1998] 95.95263-0006  61 Ignition nozzle M 10; 1,00/60 Grd; S 95.23117-6109 

23 Servomotor LKS120-20 [ab BJ 08.1998] 95.95263-0009  62 Ignition nozzle holder RZ 3 95.23135-3003 

24 Baffle plate RZ 3.0-3.2 95.21160-3036  63 Oil pipe for ignition nozzle RZ 3 95.23144-3013 

24 Baffle plate RZ 3.3 95.21160-3039  64 Solenoid valve SV 01 95.95277-0031 

25 Air damper RZ 3.0-3.2 95.21118-3003  65 Oil pipe for solenoid RZ 3 95.23144-3014 

25 Air damper RZ 3.3 95.21118-3004  66 Union Rp 1/8 95.99385-0087 

26 Compression spring 95.23171-0005  70 Solenoid coil; Suntec 95.95277-0004 

27 Silencer complete 95.21116-3003  70 Solenoid valve; Suntec 95.95277-0029 
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7.15 Dimensions RZ 2 - RZ 3 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 26:  
 
 

Burner type RZ 2.6 RZ 2.7 RZ 2.8 RZ 2.9 RZ 2.10 RZ 2.11 RZ 3.0 RZ 3.1 RZ 3.2 RZ 3.3 

Size L1  
ca. mm 

330 330 360 370 420 420 460 460 460 460 

Size L2  
ca. mm 

410 410 410 410 410 410 650 650 650 650 

Size L3  
mm 

243 253 278 297 347 347 398 398 398 415 

Size D  
mm 

90 96 110 114 127 127 164 164 164 177 

 
 

RZ 2 

RZ 3 
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8 Guarantee 

8.1 Guarantee 

 
The rocket burner® from MAN performs its functions perfectly 
when installed and operated correctly and when using heating 
oil EL to DIN 51 603, part 1. 
 
The guarantee applies for 12 months after initial commissioning 
but for maximum 15 months after the date of dispatch, and is 
restricted to the replacement of defect parts. 
 
For details please consult the burner card. 
 
Guarantee claims can be null and void on improper use of fuel 
oil additives. 

 

8.2 Oil tank and oil pipes 

 
When filling the tank, switch the burner off and leave switched 
off subsequently for approx. 3 hours, so that the suspended 
particles can settle again. 
 
Leaky oil pipes and an empty tank can cause detonations as a 
result of the formation of air bubbles. 
 

Do not tolerate any oil leaks! 
Fire risk! 
 

Soot-free, total combustion is possible without using combus-
tion improvers. There are no objections to using ash-free fuel 
oil additives such as flow improvers. 

 

8.3 Spare parts 

 

When replacing parts, only use original spare parts from 
MHG. Some components, e.g. flame monitor, oil pump, pre-
heater, are specially designed and manufacturer for MHG 
burners. 
 

When ordering spare parts, please always state the burner 
number. 
 
 
 
All dimensions in mm. 
Subject to technical modifications and changes in components. 
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Manufacturer's certificate 
as per § 7 (2) 1. BImSchV (First ordinance for implementation  

of the German Emission Protection Law) 

 

Hamburg, 17.10.2005 

 
MHG Heiztechnik GmbH herewith certifies for the oil burners stated below: 
 

 Product Oil burner 
 Trade name Rocket burner® 
 Type / design no. RZ 2.6 / 5G415/04 
  RZ 2.7 - 2.11 / 5G274/03 
  RZ 3 / 5G662/01 
 Test standards DIN EN 267 
 Testing agency TÜV Hannover / Sachsen-Anhalt e.V. 
 Quality management system DIN EN ISO 9001 
 Certified by Germanischer Lloyd (GLC) 

 
that these products fulfil the requirements of the stated directives and standards, and correspond to the design tested by 
the above stated testing agency. However, this declaration does not constitute a warranty of any qualities. 
 
In addition, this burner remains below the tolerable value of 
 

 max. 120 mg/kWh for nitrogen oxide. 
 
stipulated in the ordinance text of §7 (2) 1. BImSchV (First ordinance for implementation of the German Emission Protection 
Law). 
 
The listened burners fulfil the requirements of NOx class 3 in accordance with DIN EN 297. 
 
The oil burners designed above are intended only for the installation in boilers which have also been certified to the corre-
sponding directives and standards. 
 
The contractor assembling the system shall guarantee that all regulations relating to the interaction of oil burner and boiler 
have been observed. 
 
MHG Heiztechnik GmbH 

  
Niedermayer i. V. Gieseler 
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EC Declaration of Conformity Hamburg, 17.10.2005 

 
MHG Heiztechnik GmbH herewith certifies that the oil burners stated below: 
 
 Product Oil burner 
 Trade name Rocket burner® 
 Type RZ 2,  RZ 3 
 
have been tested and manufactured in compliance with the following standards and directives: 
 

 Low voltage directive 73/23 EEC - 01.1973 
 EMC directive 89/337 EEC - 05.1989 

 

 Machinery directive 87/392 EEC - 05.1989 
 with reference to the oil burner standard DIN EN 267 

 
MHG Heiztechnik GmbH 

  
Niedermayer i. V. Gieseler 
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